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Preparing for CLO Assessment

This tutorial is for individual faculty preparing to do Course Learning Outcome (CLO) assessment 
during the academic year. It will walk you through:

• Communicating with the person responsible for assessment management in your division
• Reviewing past assessment reports
• Checking program review for any ongoing initiatives/plans for your course or program
• Thinking about outcome assessment and course design



Working with eLumen: Things to Remember

● Pay attention to the role and division, program, or discipline you are working in. Some features are not 
available in all roles.

● Make sure you are working with the correct semester term or terms. Whenever you change the term 
you must “Refresh.”

● You may need to periodically log out and log back in to see a change you have made. The system 
sometimes takes more time to update than you’d think.

● If you have a question that you can’t resolve, contact your Associate Dean or the Assessment 
Coordinator.



Beginning of the Semester

Early in the term, you’ll want to identify:

1. Whether your course is up for assessment
2. The number of outcomes to assess
3. What previous assessment of the course has found
4. What initiatives or plans at the institutional, program, or course level are in play – ie., what needs to be 

or has been implemented, assessed, and/or reported on and how this may affect your instruction
5. How your lesson planning and course design relate to the course’s learning outcomes and improvement 

action
6. What assessment activities you will choose (and, what are other faculty doing for assessment)



Finding Out if Your Course is Up for Assessment

2) You can manually check the CLO assessment 
planning cycle, found on the legacy site.

Either way, it’s a good idea to review the 
assessment plan to make sure it is accurate and up 
to date.

There are two ways to find out if your 
course is up for assessment. 

1) Your associate dean or program 
director will contact and let you know you 
will have an assessment waiting for you 
in eLumen (Please see the tutorial 
“Completing an Assessment in eLumen.” 



Checking Past Assessment Reports

It’s also a good idea to check past assessments of the same course. First, you can 
see your own past assessment results for the same course by going to the Results Explorer. 

Although eLumen currently limits the faculty role to seeing your own results, you can 
compare to the ongoing group average (the dotted line).  You can also get a table view.

Click here



Checking Past Assessment Results

● Second, have your associate dean generate a course 
assessment summary report for that course. This will 
include aggregated results and reflections for all 
sections that have been assessed using the current 
assessment form.

● Third, check the CLO report archives on the legacy 
site. These will be listed by outcome.

Aggregate section results shown here.

Reflections will show up here.



Checking Program Review
Final step: Check to see what actions are planned for your program and/or course.
● Go to https://internal.redwoods.edu. Under Faculty & Staff Resources > Processes, select Program Review
● Log in and select Templates & Reports 
● Under Reports, go to Actions/Plans. Select by term, area, and program to find actions listed in program review.
● You can also go to past CLO reports in the legacy archives and search for any “open loops.”

https://internal.redwoods.edu/


Identifying the Outcomes to be Assessed

● Under faculty role, go to Curriculum, curriculum library, and type 
your discipline code. A list of courses comes up. Select the checkbox 
next to your course and click “View Course Report.”

If you are unfamiliar with the CLOs for your course, check the 
Course Outline of Record under the Curriculum tab on eLumen.



Does My Course Design Map to the CLOs?

● Student learning outcome assessment depends on integrated, 
learner-centered course design. 

● As content experts, we often focus on what students need to 
know to learn the content. In Bloom’s taxonomy, this involves 
remembering and understanding. 

● Becoming an adaptive learner requires taking one’s 
understanding of the concepts, skills, issues, and themes of the 
course and being able to apply them in novel contexts, 
demonstrating one’s ability to analyze, evaluate, and create in 
real world scenarios. The philosophy of learning-centered 
course design prepares students for the problems they are likely 
to face after they take our classes. 

● By working backwards from the course’s outcomes to the 
themes, issues, skills and concepts that lead up to those 
outcomes, course design culminates in these capacities. 



Authentic Assessment

● When it comes to the specific task of class-room assessment, many programs 
work closely together, while others emphasize individual faculty freedom to 
determine the assessment activity. Whichever way you choose, authentic 
assessment is key.

● Authentic assessment focuses on what students are able to do, to produce, or to 
demonstrate in scenarios that are as realistic as possible, evaluating a student’s 
ability to apply critical thinking and knowledge or to perform tasks that may 
approximate those found in the workplace or other venues outside of the 
classroom setting.

● Once outcomes truly reflect higher order capacities, and content is geared toward 
these outcomes, authentic assessment follows. Here are some activities that 
embody the spirit of authentic assessment.

• Complete a practicum

• Create a portfolio

• Develop a product

• Solve a problem

• Apply a theory

• Give a presentation

• Demonstrate a procedure

• Design a project

• Test a research question

• Build a platform

• Write a report

• Choreograph a dance

• Curate a show

• Annotate a bibliography


